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Abstract� Simplex� interior�point� and memoryless quasi�Newton �QN� optimization algorithms are each
viewed from two contrasting perspectives� the �rst facilitates computer implementation but runs counter to
intuition� the second is both insightful and e�ciency�revealing� For the memoryless QN case� the discussion is
illustrated by numerical experiments� Implications for limited�memory QN algorithms are brie�y considered�
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� Introduction

An optimization technique that is counterintuitive at �rst sight may turn out to be surpris�
ingly promising when viewed from a di�erent perspective� We give three such examples from
linear and nonlinear programming� vertex�descending vis��a�vis changing the simplex �Sec�
tion ��	 nonlinearizing a linear program using log�barrier transformations vis��a�vis de�ning
and characterizing a central path �Section 
�	 and memoryless quasi�Newton updating vis�
�a�vis conjugate gradient�related search �Section ��� The �rst two examples are considered
only brie�y as an introduction to the underlying theme of this note� Our focus is on the
third example where we also provide a numerical illustration and discuss implications for
limited�memory quasi�Newton extensions�

� Vertex�Following vis��a�vis Simplex�Revision

Our �rst example concerns two contrasting perspectives on the simplex algorithm which
are described by Dantzig ��� as follows�

It is my opinion that any well trained mathematician viewing the linear pro�
gramming problem in the row geometry of the variables would have immediately
come up with the idea of solving it by a vertex descending algorithm as did
Fourier de la Val�ee Poussin and Hitchcock before me�each of us proposing it
independently of the other� I believe however that if anyone had to consider it
as a practical method as I had to he would quickly have rejected it on intuitive
grounds as a very stupid idea without merit� My own contributions towards the
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discovery of the simplex method were ��� independently proposing the algorithm
��� initiating the software necessary for its practical use and �
� observing by
viewing the problem in the geometry of the columns rather than the rows that
contrary to geometric intuition following a path on the outside of the convex
polyhedron might be a very e�cient procedure�

Nowadays the remarkable e�ciency of the simplex algorithm is accepted as empiri�
cal fact and the method is usually de�ned from the outset as a vertex�descending or
�active�set� procedure a point of view that facilitates implementation on a computer� The
complementary insightful view within the geometry of columns is often forgotten along
with the underlying rationale for using �simplex� terminology� And then also in danger of
being lost is a sense of wonder that the simplex algorithm can so e�ectively circumvent
literally billions and billions of vertices of a feasible LP polytope as it descends along a
sequence of adjacent vertices to an optimal solution	 see in particular Dantzig�s historical
account in his foreword to Dantzig and Thapa ����

We will not extend this note unnecessarily by elaborating on the two complementary
formulations of the simplex algorithm within row and column geometries respectively�
Instead we refer the reader to Dantzig�s classic ��� or alternatively to Chapter � of Dantzig
and Thapa ��� where their detailed description can be found�

� Log�Barriers vis��a�vis Central Path

For our second example we consider the interpretation of Karmarkar�s interior�point LP
algorithm as a specialized application of the log�barrier method of nonlinear programming
�NLP�� The latter technique was originally proposed by Frisch ���� and then studied in
depth by Fiacco and McCormick ���� who promulgated it widely through their SUMT�

implementation� Frisch ��
� was also the �rst to propose its use for solving a linear program�
However this counterintutitive idea of �nonlinearizing a linear program� never took hold
and indeed the log�barrier method for nonlinear programming itself fell into disuse� By the
����s it was considered by many to be an outmoded optimization technique� The fact that
the log�barrier approach possessed a catalog of remarkable properties in the setting of large�

scale linear programming was discovered during the decade of intense activity by researchers
worldwide that followed Karmarkar�s breakthrough �Karmarkar ������ A conventional log�
barrier viewpoint of �pushing away from a constraint boundary� was supplanted by the notion
of �hewing to a path of centers� tightly when the goal was polynomial�time convergence or
very loosely when the goal was to obtain good performance in practice�

Stated another way a key post�Karmarkar breakthrough was the identi�cation of a par�
ticular geometric feature of the convex polytope of feasible points which was named the
central path of a linear program� This fundamental object can be de�ned in a variety of
ways amongst which the log�barrier formulation is the most compelling� For an elementary
introduction see Chapter � of Nazareth ���� where it is shown that the central path can be
characterized very conveniently using certain geometric programming �GP� formulations�y

Logarithmic transformations can then be used to unify several alternative GP characteri�
zations of the central path and bring the subject of interior�point LP algorithms into the
domain of log�barrier methods of nonlinear programming� Some technical clari�cations of
the discussion in ���� are as follows�

�Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Technique�
yGeometric programs are mathematical programs that are de�ned in terms of so�called posynomial and

signomial functions� In 	
��� the term posynomial� is used generically to cover both cases within geometric
programming� A good summary of GP can be found in Bazaraa� Sherali and Shetty 	
�� Section �����
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�� It is assumed that the LP convex polytope of feasible points is bounded and implic�
itly that its maximizing ��worst�� and minimizing ��best�� points for a given linear
objective are unique vertices� Then the central path a unique� smooth trajectory

within the interior of the feasible polytope connects the worst vertex to the best� In
the more general case when the optimal points correspond to facets of the feasible
polytope the central path is a similar trajectory that connects the analytic centers

of the facets where the linear objective function is respectively maximized and min�
imized over the feasible polytope� For convenience of discussion we will continue to
assume that these facets are unique vertices in items � and 
 below�

�� There is nonuniformity in the literature about the precise set of points that constitute
the central path� In some formulations the central path is de�ned to be the trajectory
between the analytic center of the feasible polytope and the best vertex	 see in partic�
ular the log�barrier transformation of a linear program �e�g� Megiddo ���� Fiacco and
McCormick ����� the direct parameterization of the LP primal�dual �KKT� conditions
�e�g� Jarre and Stoer ����� or the parameterized lower�bound characterization �e�g�
Renegar �

� Huard ������ Other formulations notably Bayer and Lagarias ��� char�
acterize the central path in its entirety as in item � above namely a trajectory joining
the worst and best vertices� Other relevant discussions can be found in Gonzaga ����
Iri and Imai ���� and Todd �
���


� The central path can be generalized to an in�nite family of weighted central pathsz

each member again being a smooth trajectory between the worst and best vertices�
A weighted central path can be used in place of the �original� central path within an
interior�point algorithm and the latter again shown to converge in polynomial time�
Whether or not there exists a polynomial�time algorithm whose sequence of iterates
ideally vertices lies on the boundary of the feasible polytope remains an open question�

A more detailed development of the foregoing three items is not needed here and will be
pursued elsewhere� Our main objective is to highlight the two contrasting perspectives on
the interior�point method� on the one hand an implementation�oriented approach based
counterintuitively on converting a given linear program into a nonlinear program via log�
barrier transformations that penalize closeness to the boundary	 and on the other an
e�ciency�revealing approach where the central path�a fundamental object associated with
a feasible polytope�is the conceptual mainstay and log�barrier transformations provide an
e�cient mechanism for characterizing the central path and using it to guide progress within
an algorithm�

� Memoryless�QN vis��a�vis CG�Related

For our third example and the main focus of this note we consider nonlinear unconstrained
minimization using specialized versions of the quasi�Newton method� The latter also called
the variable metric method was proposed by Davidon ��� and re�ned by Fletcher and Powell
����� Following this algorithmic breakthrough which was based on the so�called DFP quasi�
Newton update a large variety of other quasi�Newton updates were discovered� Among
them the BFGS update is today the recommended choice for practical applications� Other
quasi�Newton updates that possess attractive mathematical properties include the well�
known symmetric rank�one �SR�� Davidon�s optimally conditioned �OC� Hoshino�s and

zEach barrier term has a positive constant� or weight� associated with it�
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Table ���� Summary of Performance of QN�Updates

Xie�Yuan�s	 see ��� ���� �
��� In particular all four are self�complementary or self�dual� For
a detailed discussion of their properties see Zhu �
���

The foregoing updates do not signi�cantly outperform one another� This is clearly
demonstrated by numerical results obtained by Zhu �
�� for the Minpack test problems
and their standard starting points	 see in particular Table ��� page �� of �
��� For the
reader who may not have access to this dissertation we provide a summary in Table ���
for �� Minpack problems� These are succesively numbered �in the �rst and fourth columns
of the table� as in Table ��� of Zhu �
�� which then identi�es the corresponding problems
by their Minpack names	 details of these named problems can be found in Mor�e et al� ��
��
Corresponding problem dimensions are given in the second and �fth columns of Table ����
Our summary of results only gives the minimum and maximum number of calls to the func�
tion�gradient or f�g� evaluation routine�each call returns a function value and gradient
vector at a speci�ed point�taken over the f�g counts for the BFGS SR� Davidon�s Opti�
mally Conditioned Hoshino and Xie�Yuan updates reported in Table ��� of �
�� �the DFP
update was not tested�� This pair of numbers is given within each bracketed entry in the
third and sixth columns of Table ��� under the heading �Range�� The updates that produced
these numbers are also identi�ed by letter� �b� for BFGS �s� for SR� �o� for Optimally Con�
ditioned �h� for Hoshino and �x� for Xie�Yuan� These are placed before the minimum and
after the maximum within each bracketed entry� For example for problem � of dimension 

the minimum number of f�g evaluations was 
� which was obtained with the BFGS update
and the maximum number of evaluations was �� with the SR�� The other three updates
required an intermediate number between 
� and ��� Additional letters within a bracketed
entry indicate that more than one update produced the associated number for example for
problem � the Hoshino and the Xie�Yuan updates required the minimum number of evalua�
tions of ���� When the minimum and maximum numbers are the same then �all� is used to
name the �ve updates simultaneously for example problem 
� If an algorithm failed this is
indicated by a ��� superscript attached to a letter �this occurred only once for the Hoshino
update on problem ���� For full implementation details of the algorithms in the study see
Zhu �
���

From the tabulated results it can be seen that there is relatively little variablity in
performance between di�erent updates	 the SR� is the most frequent winner �corresponding
to the left�hand letter �s� within bracketed entries of the table�	 and each update is best on
at least two test problems�

When computer storage is at a premium let us now consider the counterintuitive idea
of discarding all or almost all the memory in a quasi�Newton algorithm� In its most
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basic form this yields the so�called memoryless QN algorithm where a simple initial matrix
with positive diagonal entries typically the identity matrix is updated over only the most
recent step and its associated gradient�change� The updated matrix which approximates
the Hessian or its inverse and can be represented implicitly by storing vectors is then used
to de�ne a QN search direction at the current iterate a line search is performed and the
process repeated�

To illustrate and compare the behaviour of memoryless QN algorithms we now describe
the results of a simple numerical experiment that is patterned on �and identical in its imple�
mentation details to� an earlier case study of nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithms	 see
Nazareth ���� ����� This used a testbed of four problems from the Minpack collection ��
��
extended Rosenbrock �EX�R� Brown�Dennis �B�D� Watson �W� and Biggs� �B���each
run from its standard starting point� Problem dimensions are n � ��� �� �� � respectively�
The line search employed is described in ���� Chapter � Section ��
 and relatively high
accuracy was prescribed by setting the exit tolerance ACC to ���� Each tested CG algorithm
was terminated when the gradient norm at the current iterate fell below the convergence
tolerance ����� The numbers of f�g calls required by several nonlinear CG algorithms in
particular the PPR and PPR� choices�see ���� for their de�nition�are tabulated in �����
For purposes of comparison with memoryless QN algorithms below these results are quoted
in the �rst two lines of Table ����

Algorithms based on six memoryless QN updates�henceforth M�DFP M�BFGS M�
SR� M�OC M�Hoshino and M�Xie�Yuan�were implemented using the same line search
and termination criteria as the CG study� E�ciency in terms of both computer storage
and overhead cost were not of concern in our experiment which simulates a situation where
the cost of information namely function�gradient evaluation is dominant and only the
numbers of requests for information were counted� For example it would make no di�erence
to our experiment whether the update was stored implicitly using vectors and the direction
obtained by vector operations� Thus each memoryless update of the identity matrixx over
the current step was stored as a full matrix approximating the inverse Hessian and the
associated quasi�Newton search direction obtained by a matrix�vector multiplication� The
M�SR� update is the only one among the above that can lose positive de�niteness� If this
occured then the inverse Hessian approximation was reset to the identity matrix i�e� the
algorithm was restarted along the negative gradient vector�

The test results obtained are reported in the lower part of Table ���� Again each entry
is the number of calls to the f�g evaluation routine� An entry ��� in the table indicates a
failure to �nd a solution in the maximum number of f�g called permitted namely �����

The results in Table ��� support the intuition that discarding all memory in a QN
algorithm is an idea without merit except for the case of the BFGS update� For this coun�
terintutitive exception note the overall similarity of the M�BFGS results to those of the
PPR�based algorithms in the upper part of Table ���� This is no coincidence� It arises
from the well�known BFGS�CG relationship discussed in Nazareth ���� ���� Buckley �
�
and Kolda et al� ����� The poor performance of other memoryless QN updates highlights
the fact that it is indeed this complementary perspective that furnishes the necesary insight
lacking in the �discarding of memory� perspective into the e�ectiveness of the M�BFGS
quasi�Newton algorithm�

Variable�storage conjugate gradient or VSCG algorithms based on the BFGS�CG re�
lationship were proposed in Nazareth ���� ���� and also explored in Nazareth and Nocedal

xA re�nement would employ an Oren�Luenberger scaling factor� which enhances e�ciency in practice�
This is not needed in our numerical comparison of di�erent updates relative to one another� assuming all
updates bene�t equally�
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Table ���� Performance of Memoryless QN Algorithms

�
��� The M�BFGS algorithm was proposed by Shanno �
�� who built on earlier work of
Perry �
��� M�BFGS was generalized to the limited�memory BFGS algorithm or L�BFGS
by Nocedal �
�� Liu and Nocedal ����� The latter is known to be an e�ective algorithm�

even when almost all memory is discarded i�e� updates are performed over a very small
number of prior steps typically between � and �� If one develops analogous limited�memory
algorithms based on other quasi�Newton updates again performed over very few prior steps
it is reasonable to conjecture that numerical results analogous to those of Table ��� would
be obtained suggesting in turn that limited�memory algorithms based on updates in the
Broyden family other than the BFGS are unlikely to be e�ective when all or almost all
memory is discarded� However con�rmation of this conjecture requires further numerical
study

In conclusion we have seen a third instance of the overall theme of this article� The
counterintuitive idea of discarding all or almost all memory in a quasi�Newton algorithm is
useful for purposes of computer implementation and yields particular algorithms M�BFGS
and L�BFGS that have been discovered to be surprisingly e�ective	 and the complementary
point of view derived from the BFGS�CG relationship provides the prerequisite insight into
their potential e�ciency�
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